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Biological determinants of health
disparities in multiple myeloma
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Abstract
Multiple myeloma is a rare plasma cell cancer, and incidence rates among patients of African descent are about twice
those among patients of European descent. Rates of multiple myeloma vary among different populations, but the
reasons for the racial disparities in multiple myeloma are largely unknown. Epidemiology has identified risk factors for
multiple myeloma including race, advanced age, gender, family history, and exposure to different genetic toxins
including radiation. Race and ancestry play a large role in predicting the risk for multiple myeloma, yet there exists a
paucity of literature that explores the molecular contribution of race and ancestry to disease. In this review, we
describe the relevant literature that describes the observed racial differences according to distinct tumor
immunobiological and ancestral differences in populations.

Introduction
In whites, multiple myeloma (MM) is the second most

common hematological cancer characterized by clonal
growth of plasma cells in the bone marrow, producing
monoclonal immunoglobulins (M proteins) detectable in
peripheral blood and/or in urine1. Approximately 30,280
new MM cases (17,490 in men and 12,790 in women) and
12,590 deaths (6660 in men and 5930 in women) are
expected to occur in the United States annually2. Virtually
all MM cases are preceded by the pre-malignant plasma
cell disorder monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined
significant (MGUS)3,4. It is characterized by the presence
of M-protein without evidence of MM or other lympho-
proliferative malignancies5,6.
Among the risk factors for MM including advanced age

(≥65 years old), gender (men are more likely to develop
MM versus women), family history, radiation exposure,
and workplace exposure, racial, and ancestral background
play a major role in MGUS and MM incidence7. Both
disorders are two to threefold more common in African

Americans, Afro-Caribbeans, and Africans compared with
persons of European ancestry8–13. MM is the most com-
mon hematological malignancy in African Americans14.
Moreover, a study conducted to determine the prevalence
of MGUS in Ghanaian men versus men of European
ancestry observed the prevalence of MGUS in Ghanaian
men to be twice that than in men of European ancestry15.
In contrast, the risk was lower in Japanese and in Mexican
Americans12,16. The disparity of MGUS and MM between
racial and ancestral groups suggests a unique inherited
genetic susceptibility and interplay between environ-
mental risk factors.
There is convincing evidence that immune dysregula-

tion plays a major role in lymphoproliferative malig-
nancies such as MM. Investigations have demonstrated
that the immune system is quantitatively and qualitatively
affected by numerous factors including medical condi-
tions and environmental exposures that can predispose to
MM and other lymphoproliferative disorders11,17–19. Yet,
much less is known about the influence race and ancestry
has on immune system dysfunction and the risk of MM.
In this review, we will discuss novel insights concerning

the racial disparity of MGUS and MM between persons of
African descent and persons of European descent. We
focus specifically on the influence of race and ancestry to
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the cellular immune system and implications for response
to treatment.

Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance
and multiple myeloma
Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance

(MGUS) is a pre-malignant condition characterized by the
presence of a monoclonal immunoglobulin (M-protein)
without evidence of MM or a related lymphoproliferative
malignancy5. Since its description in 1978, the definition
of MGUS has evolved12. Presently, three distinct clinical
MGUS subtypes have been defined: non-IgM MGUS (IgG
or IgA), IgM MGUS, and light chain MGUS20. Each
subtype is characterized by unique intermediate stages
and disease outcome. In non-IgM MGUS, the more
advanced pre-malignant stage or plasma cell proliferation
is smoldering myeloma (10% annual risk of progression to
MM; vs. 1% per year collectively for all forms of
MGUS)20,21. IgM MGUS is associated mainly with Wal-
denström’s macroglobulinemia and rarely progresses to
IgM MM20. Light-chain MGUS represents the pre-
malignant precursor of “light chain MM,” which
accounts for almost 20% of all new MM cases21. It should
be noted that virtually all MM cases are preceded by a
MGUS state, but that most patients with MGUS will not
necessarily develop a lymphoproliferative malignancy
such as MM3,4.
Both MGUS and MM display striking racial and

ancestral disparities among persons of African descent
compared to persons of European descent8–13. The higher
incidence of MM in persons of African descent may result
from a higher prevalence of the precursor lesion, MGUS,
or an increased risk of progression of MGUS to MM in
some populations22,23. However, definitive studies have
observed that the risk of progression from MGUS to MM
is the same between racial groups, so the former expla-
nation is more likely13,15,22,23.
In a large study assessing the risk of MGUS among

African Americans and white veterans in the United
States, the study observed that the excess risk of MM in
African Americans resulted from an increase risk of
MGUS rather than an increased risk of progression from
MGUS to MM23. Another study estimated the prevalence
of MGUS in African Americans and whites utilizing the
samples and data from the National Health and Nutri-
tional Examination Survey (NHANES), a nationally
representative sample of the United States population16.
This study observed after screening about 12 400 adults
more than 50 years of age that MGUS was significantly
higher in African Americans than in whites and Mexican
Americans. African Americans not only had a higher
overall prevalence of MGUS but also continued to
increase with advancing age. African Americans above 80
years of age had a prevalence of 8.6%, nearly double that

of whites16. However, African Americans were less likely
to have IgM MGUS that was associated mainly with
Waldenström’s macroglobulinemia and rarely progresses
to IgM. These results are consistent with other studies
showing lower rates of IgM MGUS in persons of African
descent and are in accordance with the racial composition
of Waldenström’s macroglobulinemia13. When the group
studied the prevalence of MGUS in younger individuals
aged 10–49 years using samples from NHANES, in per-
sons less than 50 years of age, MGUS was significantly
more prevalent in African Americans compared with
whites24. The estimation of MGUS prevalence from
NHANES is more representative of the United States
population versus previous MGUS prevalence estimates
from the geographically and racially homogenous Olm-
stead County Study16,24,25. The estimation of MGUS
prevalence among African Americans, Mexican Amer-
icans, and whites from the NHANES study is likely the
most accurate estimate to-date (Fig. 1).
Therefore, the racial and ancestral disparity between

MGUS and MM among populations of African descent
and whites is likely the result of higher incidence of
MGUS in persons of African descent. It would be inter-
esting to follow-up on these findings using a large diverse
genomic dataset and assay serum samples from African
American and whites and analyze their cytokines to
determine whether immune factors related to ancestry
contribute to the observed MGUS incidence disparity or
the disparity observed in MM.

Ancestry-related differences in disease on-set, response to
treatment, and survival
It is well-known that genomic polymorphisms can

predispose to disease. Previous reports of familial clus-
tering of MM among first-degree relatives observed a
two-fold increased risk of developing MM as well as a
two-fold increased risk of MGUS18. Thus, first-degree
relatives of MGUS patients are at an increased risk of
developing both MGUS and MM18,26. These observations
support a role for inherited susceptibility loci (an interplay
of genetics with environmental factors) that predisposes
to malignancy. However, the biological impact of inher-
ited susceptibility loci to racial and ancestral disparity of
disease has only recently been appreciated due to
advancements in genomic technology and the availability
of larger, diverse cohorts with sufficient power to detect
differences.
A genome-wide association study (GWAS) of MM

identified several Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) alleles
associated with susceptibility to MM using a novel sta-
tistical methodology for fine mapping of HLA associa-
tions27,28. The study observed that the HLA alleles
associated with susceptibility to MM were unique to
certain populations. In some instances, HLA alleles that
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were identified as strong susceptibility loci to MM in
whites were not identified to be positively associated to
MM in other populations like African Americans, Asian/
Pacific Islander, or Hispanic. The study provided evidence
that inherited variation in the immune response could
increase risk to MM and other mature B-cell malig-
nancies. As well, the study provided additional insight into
the difficulty of untangling the impact of environmental
interactions with ancestry-related variation.
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) clearance represents a well-

known ancestry-related difference in response to treat-
ment among populations of European and African des-
cent. A recent study identified a novel variant that
strongly predicts HCV clearance in populations of Eur-
opean, Asian, and African ancestry29. One variant, that
produces a novel interferon, interferon lambda 4 (IFNL4),
was strongly associated with poor clearance of HCV and
poor response to treatment. The other “beneficial”
INFNL4 variant, a recently derived insertion common to
all human populations, was observed to have the lowest
frequency in populations of African descent. The unequal
frequency of the “beneficial” variant among populations of
African descent, in accord with a higher frequency of the
variant associated with poor HCV clearance, could
explain the differential clearance of HCV and the poor
response to HCV therapy along racial and ancestral
lines30. Future studies should assess the unequal fre-
quency of the “beneficial” INFNL4 variant in additional

diverse cohorts with profound disparities in disease to
better understand the contribution of the INFNL4 var-
iants to diseases with underlying viral infections or
immunobiology disorders such as cancer (e.g., head and
neck cancer) or lymphoproliferative disorders like MM.
The relationships between genes, race, and disease are

complex and an improved understanding of the unique
genetic landscape across patient populations by ancestry
and race can potentially identify populations at risk of
developing particular diseases and/or that are superior in
response to treatment.

Multiple myeloma disease biology and clinical outcomes
Prior studies have noted distinct differences in patients

of African descent with MGUS compared to whites,
including lower levels of M-protein, younger average age
of distribution, and a lower prevalence of IgM gammo-
pathy5,24,31,32. Additionally, African–American patients
matched for socioeconomics, age, and gender have two
times higher mortality rate than multiple myeloma
patients of European descent. Paradoxically, in an analysis
of over 30 000 patients with MM in the Surveillance,
Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) registries, African-
American patients with MM had better survival as com-
pared to whites32. How is this so? It is important to note
that although African-American MM patients have higher
mortality than white MM patients, it is because mortality
is a measure of the frequency of deaths, which is partly
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Fig. 1 Prevalence of monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS) in the among residents of Olmsted County,
Minnesota compared to persons from the National Health and Nutritional Examination Survey (NHANES). Data has been re-plotted from
original publications. Olmsted County, MN study (n= 21 462 persons). See reference25 for Olmsted County, MN prevalence percentages. NHANES
study (n= 12 482 persons; n= 2331 non-Hispanic blacks [black or African American], n= 2475 Mexican Amersicans, n= 7051 non-Hispanic whites
[white], and n= 625 “others”). See ref. 6 for NHANES prevalence percentages. Age-adjusted prevalence rates are comparable between studies as the
prevalence rates have been similarly standardized to the 2000 US population. Data represents patients over 50 years of age and includes the sexes
men and women. AA, African American; WH, Whites. *NHANES age-adjusted prevalence rate contains information from Mexican Americans, whites,
and African Americans. However, rates are similar among Mexican Americans and whites. MGUS estimation from the NHANES study likely reflects the
true estimate as it is the most representative cohort of the United States population
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dependent on incidence—whereas survival is not (Fig. 2a,
b)33. Thus, higher mortality is observed among African-
American MM patients because MM is more common,
regardless of outcome. This is an important distinction
when dealing with disparities in MM—although patients
of African descent are more likely to develop MGUS and

MM as compared to patients of European descent, their
disease-specific survival is superior (Fig. 2c)33. Addition-
ally, despite the clinical and biological differences among
race and ancestry, the rate of transformation of MGUS to
MM appears to be similar between patients of African
descent and patients of European descent23. It is

Fig. 2 The Yin and Yang of mortality and survival in multiple myeloma. a, b, c Age-adjusted rates of multiple myeloma incidence (a), mortality
(b), and 5-year survival percentae (c) in all races (red, diamond), blacks (green, circle), and whites (blue, square) from the Surveillance, Epidemiology,
and End Results (SEER) program of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) between 1975 and 2014. Despite the 2–3 times higher incidence and mortality
observed among blacks with multiple myeloma, the 5-year survival for blacks is equal to superior to whites given the year
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important to remember the clinical context of MM in
regards to the disparity—the disparity among patients of
African descent is not unilaterally inferior to whites.
Tumor heterogeneity likely may play a large role in the

observed disparity in MM. In this regard, a retrospective
study assessed the frequency of four cytogenetic
abnormalities routinely tested for after diagnosis with
MM. The presence of these cytogenetic abnormalities
were screened for in 292 African–American MM patients
newly diagnosed. In this study, 63.4% of
African–American MM patients vs. 34.6% of white MM
patients harbored a hyperdiploid or trisomic form of MM
which is clinically known to have a better prognosis34.
Later studies explored the genomic landscape of multiple
myeloma tumors among African Americans and whites
and observed distinct differences. The genomic landscape
of tumors derived from whites were more complex
characterized by many more genomic translocations and
mutations across the genome when compared to
African–American tumors14. However, this study lacked
clinical data regarding diagnosis and treatment for all
patients which may have affected the detection of the
genomic abnormalities. This group later followed up with
a more comprehensive dataset with the sought after
clinical variables. The follow-up study contained high
quality whole exome sequencing and RNA-seq from 721
newly diagnosed MM patients who self-identified as either
African American (n= 128) or white (n= 593)35. To
complete the self-identified race of the participants, the
subjects were genotyped for 4761 Ancestry Informative
Markers (AIMs) SNPs and population stratification con-
ducted using principal component analysis. This study
confirmed previous findings that African Americans
demonstrated earlier disease onset of MM yet, a similar
rate of overall survival to whites.
Additionally, this study identified gene mutation clus-

ters more frequent among whites. MM tumors from
whites were observed to commonly harbor TP53 muta-
tions35. Clearly, more up-to-date advance molecular
profiling, such as DNA and RNA sequencing, in the
context of race and ancestry, will be important to further
clarify the details of these observations.

The influence of race and ancestry on the immune system
Other cancer-related disparities exist outside of MM

between African Americans, Afro-Caribbeans, and Afri-
cans as compared to whites. One of the most prominent
cancer health disparities exists in prostate cancer. The
incidence and mortality rates of prostate cancer are sig-
nificantly higher in African–American men when com-
pared to whites2. Some studies have suggested that
prostatitis (inflammation of the prostate gland) may be
linked to an increased risk of disease, but this has yet to be
fully investigated. However, inflammation is often

observed in samples of prostate tissue that also contain
cancer36–39.
A study using microarray technology obtained gene

expression profiles of primary prostate tumors resected
from 33 African-American patients and 36 white patients
matched on clinical variables. This study revealed a sig-
nificant number of genes differentially expressed between
African–American primary prostate tumors and tumors
from white men36. Moreover, using a disease association
analysis, the group identified a common relationship of
these transcripts with autoimmunity and differentially
expressed genes clustering in immune response, stress
response, cytokine signaling, and chemotaxis pathways.
Often, the immune-related genes were more highly
expressed in tumors of African-American patients when
compared to white patients.
More recently, the reactivation of endogenous retro-

viruses in the HERV-K family has been associated with
prostate cancer diagnosis40–42. A study examining aberrant
expression of human endogenous retroviruses in prostate
cancer identified that aberrant expression of endogenous
retroviruses in prostate tumors was significantly higher in
African–Americans compared to whites43.This difference
was also observed among healthy controls where endo-
genous retroviruses were aberrantly expressed at higher
baseline levels in African Americans. An additional study
identified that the frequency of allelic variation among the
various endogenous retroviruses was greater in African
populations than populations from Europe or Asia44. Fur-
thermore, others reported significantly higher insertion
frequencies of endogenous retroviruses in African Amer-
icans when compared to persons of European descent45.
Because African Americans may have inherited a greater
number of polymorphic endogenous retrovirus loci than
persons of European descent, this could explain the
increase in the number of endogenous retroviral loci
transcribed. Prostate tumors isolated from African
Americans may have a more “activated” immune system
and therefore contribute to increased endogenous retro-
viral expression in these tumors.
In addition, a recent study observed an inverse rela-

tionship with advanced prostate cancer and disease
recurrence among African–American men that regularly
took aspirin, an anti-inflammatory drug and yet, this
relationship was not identified in whites46.
Taken together, these studies provide evidence that

immune differences between African Americans and
whites can contribute to the observed disparity in tumor
biology—in this case the increased incidence, morbidity,
and mortality observed in prostate cancer among African
Americans when compared to whites. Thus, it is con-
ceivable that immune differences may contribute to the
disparity and incidence of MM observed in populations of
African descent when compared to populations of
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European descent. Additional research investigating
tumor immunobiology differences between populations
would provide insight into the role of the immune system
in the pathogenesis of cancers with large racial and
ancestral disparities.

Summary and conclusion
While new concepts and treatment strategies have

emerged, the increased incidence of MGUS and MM
among African Americans persists and remains 2–3 times
greater versus persons of European ancestry, Asian
(Japanese), and Mexican–American populations2,16. The
underling mechanisms are not well-understood but there
are observations that provide support to the hypotheses
surrounding this disparity. Firstly, the observed disparity of
MM between patients of African descent and patients of
European descent may be due to inherited susceptibility
loci. This observation is supported by the study that
identified increased polyclonal hypergamma-globulinemia
in Ghanaian men versus white men living in the same
geographical area47. Interestingly, the racial disparity in
polyclonal hypergamma-globulinemia parallels the dis-
parity seen in other plasma cell proliferative disorders,
such as MGUS and MM. Although, a relationship between
polyclonal hypergamma-globulinemia and the develop-
ment of MGUS has not been fully established, the higher
incidence of both conditions in the same population group
suggests a possible parallel relationship. Indeed, studies
have identified that African Americans harbor variants in
genes that are involved in the immune system that could
predispose to hematological disease28,48.
In one instance, inherited susceptibility alleles influenced

the ability of the immune system to properly clear viruses
and in another, immunobiology gene enrichment in
tumors isolated from African–American men pointed to
the contribution of the inflammatory response in prostate
cancer disparity. So much so that African–American men
who regularly took aspirin were found to have a decreased
risk of developing prostate cancer, aggressive disease, and
had decreased disease recurrence46.
To better understand how race and ancestry contribute

to disease we need more diverse cohorts to conduct larger
and better powered genomic and epidemiological analyses
combining data, biospecimens, and expertise from com-
putational biology, molecular biology, and behavioral
sciences. Research also needs to allow for greater research
participant participation in research studies. It is
increasingly clear that research participants expect that
researchers will report back to them how their data was
used to produce study results. Greater participant
engagement in research studies is likely to incentivize
participation in studies across all groups. Ensuring parti-
cipant protection while also creating a platform that
encourages participant engagement in the research

process is a key factor in recruiting from historically
under-represented populations that, because of the lack of
representation, have been left out of many health
discoveries.
Efforts such as the Multiple Myeloma Research Foun-

dation (MMRF) CoMMpass Study and the National
Institutes of Health All of Us Research Program seek to
recruit large, diverse cohorts that allow for greater parti-
cipant accountability of their data (e.g., digital health
monitoring devices, tiered informed consent) and facil-
itate data sharing to researchers from around the world to
enhance innovative medical discoveries. CoMMpass’
commitment to study a wide range of patients with MM
throughout the lifetime of a patient’s treatment will give
almost instant feedback to researchers and the medical
community about what treatments are superior or inferior
to certain populations. The CoMMpass study and the All
of Us Research Program’s historic effort to gather health
(e.g., lifestyle, environment) and biological data from one
million or more people in the United States (US) will
provide invaluable cohorts to researchers to continue
their work in genetic admixture mapping to provide
insights into how ancestral alleles contribute to disease
disparities. Additionally, the genotype data combined with
the rich clinical variables collected over the longitudinal
lifetime of study participants will allow researchers to
begin to hone in on specific environmental interactions
and behaviors that interplay with ancestral genetics that
put certain populations at increased risk for disease.
As clinical medicine improves its diagnostic capabilities

to detect carcinogenesis earlier and tailor treatment
options, the customization of healthcare using familial
history, medical history, and ancestry and/or race will
likely improve disease prevention and treatment.
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